
2020 artisan metal



artisan metal

We create unique products, and what better 

way to add history to your next event than 

with ReClaimed metal roofs and 100+ year old 

ReClaimed Wood. Allow our Creative Director 

to show you how we can create a masterful 

trophy sourced from local artists. ReClaimed 

wood and metal, paint, anvil and hammer.









Metal: ReClaimed w Paint
Wood: ReClaimed  11”W x 9”H
Stain: Dark
Flag Size: 9.5”W x 6.5”H
Presentation: Hangs on wall
Price:  $275 (per unit)

Quantity: TBD

Mounted Metal Flag
Entry Size

Flag 9.5”W x 6.5”H      Wood (Roughly 11”W x 9”H)    

Leather Tags 1x

Front Side

18
2019

STC WINTER MATCH
CHAMPION

2020
STC WINTER MATCH

CHAMPION

flag mounted (Entry)



Metal: ReClaimed w Paint
Wood: Medium
Stain: Dark
Flag Size: 12.5”W x 9”H
Presentation: Self standing
Price:  $450 (per unit)

Quantity: TBD

Table Top (Large)

Flag 12.5”W x 9”H      Wood (Roughly 14”W x 12”H)    

Price: $450

Leather Tags 1x

Front Side

18
2019

STC WINTER MATCH
CHAMPION

2020
STC WINTER MATCH

CHAMPION

flag Table Top (Large)



Metal: ReClaimed w Paint
Wood: MEGA
Stain: Dark
Flag Size: 10”W x 7”H 
Presentation: Pole Mounted
Price:  $350 (per unit)

Quantity: TBD

Pole Metal Flag

Flag 10”W x 7”H 

Front Side

Leather Tags 1x

2019
STC WINTER MATCH

CHAMPION

2020
STC WINTER MATCH

CHAMPION

flag Pole



The digital images represented are computer images. There will be a slight difference between your finished product and the images here, especially in 
the metal and wood detail.  We make every effort to match the look of your digital design, but understanding that our artist will do his best interpretation 
to the actual piece. The artist sketch is simply to provide a base design for him to perfect your craft from. ReClaimed Wood reacts differently to various 
stains. Metal properties mixed with the atmosphere
can result in different results of rust stages. The artistic changes in the state of these materials give us the true character to your trophy. 

© 2019 Your LeaderBoard, Inc.

Wood and Stain
Your LeaderBoard cannot guarantee wood and stain colors due to the variances in the wood’s natural color, grain, etc. and there is no way to assure the 

exact color of wood. Sample colors or grain may also vary as the wood may be taken from various barns, which factors involve weathering, sun or shade, etc.

The photos on our PDF materials and web site, are provided to assist you in making a choice of wood and stain, and the various grades that a given wood 

is offered. 

• Color in the photo may vary from the actual wood due to: 

 – The translation and reproduction limitations of photography 

 – The limitations of viewing photos on individual monitor with variable color & resolution

• Grain and character variation will be, greater than that shown in the photos. 

• The batch of wood from which these photos were taken may vary from your product we supplied. The reasons for this variation between batches in-

cludes:

 – Wood is a product of nature, and as such, no two pieces are alike, while the same wood growing in different locales can vary greatly even though it is 

the exact same species. 

Material Disclaimer


